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Abstract: Morphological analyzer plays an important role in development of natural language software. In India and foreign countries many research work have done about morphology. They are based on standard language. But developing morphological analyzer for dialectal language is a challenging task. A non-standardized form of varieties of language spoken by group of people is called dialect. Sambalpuri language is a dialect of Odia language but their grammar, pronunciations is different from standard language. In this article I have developed the morphological analyzer for Sambalpuri Odia dialect inflected verb forms. Since research work have done at different standard languages. There should be required to develop morphological analyzer and generator for dialectal language.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many people would have the experience of sitting in a public place and making conversion with other people or making phone call also. Those people, who are communicating in their own dialect, feel comfortable rather than standard language. If anyone goes research, he will find it is true that everyone speaks the language with his home district people/regional friends which are slightly different from their standard language. We can say that they are using the language which is non-standardized form of varieties of language called vernacular dialect. Vernacular language is used by local or native people for common communication which differs with official language of a state. The vernacular dialect is identified based on regional geographical background, social status, personal traits and where the people are living, what are their occupations, where they go to school and who are their friends. It concludes that we could not avoid language differences in a society which is composed of varieties of social group called dialect. There are two types of dialects e.g. a)standard dialect (supported by institutions) b)non-standard dialect(not supported by institution). The standard dialect means govt. recognized prescribed forms of a language that are published in grammar books, dictionaries and text books which are correct to spoken and written. A non-standard dialect, like a standard dialect has a complete vocabulary, grammar and syntax, but is not supported by govt. /institutions. In France and Spain, language academy have been established by their government and these academies are responsible for determining which words are to be consider as standard word and which are not. But in United States there have not the language academy but the people are speaking the correct English. To compare the characteristics of language and dialect, we may say that dialect is a small circle inside a big circle of a language. There are many similarities and dissimilarities between dialects and language.

Morphological analyzer plays an important role in development of natural language software for any language. Morphological analyzer takes the word as input and it gives/provides the output as its root word, suffix along with other information. There have been developed the morphological analyzer for many Indian and foreign languages. They are based on standard language. But little attempt have taken for developing morphological analyzer for dialectal level of Indian language. So it gives a chance to develop morphological analyzer for Odia dialect. Applications of morphological analyzer are grammar checker, parser, machine translation, spell checker, and question answering system, Speech Recognition and others.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II describes its related work. Section III explains Indian languages and morphology. A describes Odia language and morphology. B explains Odia dialect and morphology. B1 explains Sambalpuri Odia dialect. B2 explains Sambalpuri Odia dialect inflected verbal forms. C explains comparison of Sambalpuri dialect and standard Odia languages. D describes suffix stripping algorithm. E explains experiment and result. F describes conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

Little research work have done for dialectal level of morphological analyzer and generator in India. It is a good platform for researchers to go research about dialectal languages of India. Morphological analyzer and disambiguation for dialectal Arabic by Nizar Habash, Ryan Roth, Owen Rambow, Ramy Eskander and Nadi Tomesh[2] from center for computational learning systems, Columbia University. They have followed the MADA approach to develop Arabic morphological analyzer and disambiguation. Except that the morphological analyzer and generator are developed for Indian and foreign language that are standardized form.
III. INDIAN LANGUAGES AND MORPHOLOGY

Indian languages are highly agglutinative [1]. There are 1652 different languages in India according to census 1961. Some of the languages are accepted our constitution where as others are accepted as dialect. The Indian constitution has recognized 22 languages. But there are nearly have 33 different languages, 200 dialects approximately. The Indian languages are belong to four language families e.g. Indo-European, Dravidian, Austro-Asiatic (Austro-Asiatic) and Sino-Tibetan. Majority of Indian population belongs to two language families e.g. Indo-European and Dravidian. The Indo-European family is spoken in northern and central regions whereas Dravidian family is spoken in southern region of India. Since linguistic is the scientific study of a language, the various branches of linguistic analysis are morphology, phonology, pragmatics, syntax, sociolinguistics etc.

Unlike English and other foreign languages, the Indian languages are characterized by rich system of inflections (BIBHAKTI), derivation and compound formation. The numbers of words are derived from the root word by some specific orthographic rules in Indian language [1]. Morphological analysis is formulated by Indian linguistic Panini, who formulates 3,959 rules of Sanskrit morphology. Morpheme is the smallest meaningful unit in the grammar of a language. Example; the word “boys” consist of two morphemes e.g. ‘boy’ and ‘s’ a plural marker on noun. Different definitions of morphologies are:

- Morphology deals with study of words, their internal structure and rules by which words are formed. It refers to identification of a word stem from a full form word. Morphology [1] means the word formation, analysis and generation.
- Morphological analysis is the process of analyzing the morphology. Or it is the process of analyzing word into their root word and associated morphemes. Morphological analyzers [1] are programs to provide morphological analysis of a language. Or morphological analyzer is a program for analyzing the morphology of an input word. It works recognize words, lexicon and algorithm to identify stem in given input word and identify the suffix. When it takes an input word, it provides related grammatical information such as lexical category, gender, number, person and tense. Morphology is categories into two classes a) Inflectional morphology b) Derivational morphology.

Inflectional morphology is the study of the words which when inflected does not change the meaning of that word and the formation of new word come from the existing stem. Derivational morphology is the study of the words which when inflected changes the meaning of that words and the new word formation is derived from the existing stem.

A. ODIA LANGUAGE AND MORPHOLOGY

Like Indian languages Odia language is also characterized by rich system of inflections, derivations and compound formation. The morphological analyzer for Odia language is developed by Sanghamitra Mohanty, Prabhat Kumar Santi, and K.P Das Adhikari from PG Dept of computer sc. and Application, Utkal University, Odisha. They have mentioned three types [2] of morphologies are present in Odia language e.g. 1) Pronoun morphology 2) Inflectional morphology 3) Derivational morphology and they described as: Pronoun morphology [2] is the study of grammatical classification of pronoun. Example, TUMBHEMANE (you) indicates that it is personal pronoun, 2nd person and plural number. The inflectional morphology [2] is the combination of root word with grammatical morphemes, usually resulting in a word of same class as original stem and filling some syntactic function like agreement. In other words, morpheme, which conveys ‘number’, ‘person’, ‘inflection‘’, ‘KARAKA’ etc is called inflectional morphology. Example MANE for making plural form(number), third (person), subject(karaka) and 1st inflection etc, in case of nominal word. Similarly, from the inflectional morphemes like UTHANTI, we obtain information as present tense, 1st person and singular number in case of verbal word. The derivational morphology [2] is the combination of a word stem (root word) with grammatical morphemes, usually resulting in a word of different class. Example a verbal word HASHA (LAUGH) can take the derivational suffix AEIBA to produce a nominal word as HASEIBA (making laugh).

B. ODIA DIALECT AND MORPHOLOGY

Dialectal Odia (DO) means the day to day used spoken words of Odisha people. The proper/standard Odia is mainly spoken in urban areas. But, if you go to the village area you must find most of the spoken words which are little variation from standard Odia. So the variation of language is called dialect. The standard Odia orthography is based on various dialect of Odia. The word orthography means correct to write. The dialectal words are lexically, phonologically, morphologically different from standard Odia. Some dialectal words are little different from standard Odia and some dialectal words are similar to standard Odia. Since dialectal Odia words have no standard orthography, it may be written in different ways to reflect written rules e.g. phonology, etymologically.

In Odia language there are seven dialects are there. They are Baleswari Odia, Ganjamia Odia, Sambalpuri Odia, Midnapuri Odia, Singhabhumi Odia, Desiya Odia, and Bhatri Odia. Like standard Odia, dialectal Odia is also morphologically rich system of inflection, derivation and compound formation. The number of words is also inflecting, derive from stem word. Therefore dialectal Odia languages have pronoun morphology, inflectional morphology and derivational morphology. Since morphological analyzers are developed for standard languages, there should be developing morphological analyzer for dialectal language.

B1. SAMBALPURI ODIA DIALECT

Sambalpuri is a beautiful dialect of Odia language. It is spoken in the districts of Sambalpur, Balangir, Baragarh, Sonepur, Kalahandi, Sundergarh, Boudh, Deogarh, Nuapada and Jharsuguda. Sambalpuri language is also called as Kosali language. There are many debates going on about Sambalpuri dialect. Sambalpuri Odia people are demanded to be become a separate state named KOSALA. They had made strike number of times for that. There have not much
research about their accent and phonetic of Sambalpuri language. So Sambalpuri language is called as dialect of Odia. From linguistically there are two speech forms in Odisha e.g. Odia/Kataki Odia and Sambalpuri/Kosali. Odia/Kataki Odia is spoken in coastal districts and Sambalpuri/Kosali Odia is spoken in north-western districts of Odisha. Sambalpuri was considered to as a dialect of Odia, but it has its own grammar and pronunciations.

B2.SAMBALPURI ODIA DIALECT INFLECTED VERBAL FORMS
From grammatical point of view, Inflection is the process of modify the word which gives different grammatical category e.g. tense, mood, aspect, person, gender, number, voice and case. Inflection can affect verb, noun, adjective, pronoun words. The inflected form of verb is called conjugation whereas the inflected form of noun, pronoun, and adjective are called as declension. The conjugation gives tense, mood, voice or aspect where declension gives number, case, and gender information. Nouns [20] are inflected in plural forms, verbs are inflected in various tenses and adjectives are inflected in comparative/superlative.
Sambalpuri Odia is morphologically rich language. A number of morphemes added with verbal root to form different grammatical function. The term verb means the word which gives information about object or person. Or the word which gives information about work is called verb. Verb is two types a) finite verb b) infinite verbs. Finite verbs: Those verbs have subject/noun and usually works as main verb in a sentence/clause are called finite verb. Finite verbs are called conjugated verb which gives person, number, tense, aspect and voice. Examples of finite verbs in English are present simple: I go, present continuous: I am going, present perfect: I have gone. Whereas those verbs which cannot work as main verb and has no subject, tense, number are called non-finite verb. Examples of non-finite verbs are: he loves climbing the hill. In the sentence climbing is non-finite verbs because it is used as noun and do not work as a main verb. In this paper I discussed the finite verbal forms of Sambalpuri inflected verbs. In finite verbal forms verbal root, agreement (Agr) is compulsory while aspect (Asp), auxiliaries (Aux), Modal are optional.

Agreement morphemes mean marking person, number. Person means first person, second person, third person. Number means singular or plural. The verb form that indicates state is complete; repetition of an action or duration is called Aspect. Aspects are two types e.g. perfect (perfective) and another is progressive. These two aspects are combined to form perfect progressive. Perfect aspect describes events happened in past but link with present. Progressive aspect takes place a limited amount of time period. The progressive aspect is made up using-ing form in English language. Tense means the action of time of verb. In modern English tense is categories into two types’ e.g. present tense and past tense but future tense are called as future time.

In Sambalpuri Odia dialect inflected verbal forms different categories of morphemes are:

1) Aspect (Asp) morphemes: -u for progressive, -i for perfect.
2) Auxiliary(Aux)morphemes: -chh/achh for present, -th for past and future
3) Tense morphemes: -es/s- for present simple, -el/l- for past simple -il-for past progressive, past perfect ,past perfect progressive, -em/eb or -m/b for future simple -im/rb- for future progressive, future perfect, future perfect progressive.

From the analysis of tense morpheme, we find there is no specific/common tense marker in Sambalpuri Odia dialect .But in Standard Odia there is specific tense marker e.g. -il -for past , -ib- for future .

Here some examples

Muin khaa es-i
I khaa-Asp-Aux-Tensepresent=Agr1st sg
I eat.

Muin khaa u chh-e
I khaa-Aspprogressive-Auxchh-Tense=Agr1st sg
I am eating.

Muin khaa i chh-e
I khaa-Aspperfect-Auxchh-Tense=Agr1st sg
I have eaten.

Muin khaa iasu achh-e
I khaa-Aspperfect progressive-Auxchh-Tense=Agr1st sg
I have been eating.

Muin khaa el-i
I khaa-Asp- Aux- Tensepast - Agr1st sg
I ate.

Muin khaa u th il-i
I khaa-Aspprogressive -Aux - Tensepast -Agr1st sg
I was eating.

Muin khaa i th il-i
I khaa-Aspperfect - Aux - Tensepast -Agr1st sg
I had eaten.

Muin khaa iasu th il-i
I khaa-Aspperfect progressive Aux chh -Tensepast'Agr1st sg
I had been eating.
IV. COMPARISON OF SAMBALPURI ODIA DIALECT AND STANDARD ODIA LANGUAGE

Due to some phonetic, syntactic, morphological difference with standard Odia, now-a-days some Odia TV channels are telecasting Sambalpuri dialectal news. Because dialectal people feel comfortable in their own language. In the table1 verbal forms of Sambalpuri words are mentioned. If we compare with standard Odia verbal words present simple, past simple, future simple forms of Sambalpuri dialect are different in pronunciation, syntax and other forms are little difference. For noun and pronoun, words are also different in pronunciation and syntax.

V. SUFFIX STRIPPING ALGORITHM

The suffix stripping algorithm is a method used in morphological analyzer to remove the suffix and provide root/stem word along with other information by comparing the all possible suffixes with inflected word and using morpheme sequencing rules. Steps of suffix stripping algorithm for Sambalpuri odia dialect inflected verbal words are

Step1: Enter the dialectal inflected verb word to be analyzed
Step2: If the inflected word is matched with one of the possible suffixes then
Step3: Remove the suffix and get the root/stem and provide other information like tense, aspect, number, and person.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

To develop the morphological analyzer data collection is important. To collect data I have applied three steps: Firstly orally interviewed with 40 number of students from western districts like Sambalpur, Baragarh, Balangir, and Jharsuguda. Secondly whatever verbal inflection they are pronounced I told them to write. 3rdly I have found some research paper about Sambalpuri dialect and the inflected verbal form from blog sport in internet. I find whatever students written that is matched with collecting data from internet. In the table1 shows tense chart of Sambalpuri dialect. Again verbal suffix are clearly mentioned in table2. My work is to develop morphological analyzer of Sambalpuri dialect. I used the inflected verb as input when the inflected verb is matched with inflected suffix using Odia Unicode, then automatically remove the suffix and get the root word and the same time provide other information. I have used java program, Utkal fonts and KeyMan software for Odia and it gives maximum output correct.
Table 1 shows the verbal tense chart of Sambalpuri dialect which contains tense, aspect, Agreement e.g. number, person. The verbal inflected suffixes in table 1 are again specified clearly in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>person</th>
<th>Singular suffix</th>
<th>Plural suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past</td>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
<td>नहे, नही, नही, नही</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 contains the Sambalpuri odia dialect verbal inflected suffixes.
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper I explained the dialectal verbal inflected forms of Sambalpuri Odia. I have developed the Sambalpuri Odia dialect morphological analyzer which will give root word, inflected suffix and other information like standard language morphological analyzer. Therefore the morphological analyzer for different dialects of Indian languages should be developed which will help the researchers to develop new software of dialectal language.
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